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People who produce good results feel good about themselves.
Kenneth Blanchard One Minute Manager 

 

n successful human resource management, all basic 
functions of management must be considered. These 
functions are planning, organizing, directing, and 

controlling. Many classic business texts add a fifth 
consideration—staffing—to this list. These five basic functions 
are considered in this discussion of human resource management 
for an optometric practice.  

 
 

The objective addressed in this chapter is the selection of an 
efficient, enthusiastic staff. There is no office in which the 
instruments used, procedures performed, or materials dispensed 
contribute to the success of the practice and goodwill of patients 
more than the staff. When in place and functioning properly, the 
staff of an optometric office adds services to patients, assists 
with marketing efforts inside and outside the office, increases 
efficiency and productivity of the practice, and elevates the 
personal aspects of eye care.  

When the five functions of management are described, there is 
inevitably some overlapping and considerable interdependence. 
All of these functions must be addressed, however, to achieve 
the goal of implementing a management plan that will result in 
developing and maintaining an efficient, enthusiastic staff. In 
considering the goal of developing and maintaining such a staff, 
it might be asked, “Are efficiency and enthusiasm related?” The 
answer is clearly “yes.” By producing good results (being 
efficient), people acquire a feeling of achievement (enthusiasm). 
This enthusiasm permeates the person, the practice, and the care 
being rendered to patients.  

All employees need to know and feel the following six things if 
they are to be enthusiastic:  

• Know they are needed  
• Know what is expected of them and how to meet those 

expectations (proper training)  
• Know there is a possibility for growth  
• Know they are compensated fairly  
• Know they are appreciated (recognition)  
• Believe they are involved in the delivery of care and the 

growth of the practice (ownership)  

These six things should be kept in mind as a management plan is 
developed. 

 

 

 

LANNING  
 staff, planning is the first step. The planning 

 

ff  
yee, it is essential to determine the needs 

of the practice that the employee will fulfill. What 

ld be 
obtained from current staff members (beyond the familiar cry of 

 use of an appropriate title 
often helps the person fit into the staff. For example, if a second 

P
To acquire an office
process is used to determine the need for and qualifications of
new staff members. See Chapter 16 for additional information 
on this process.  

Need for Sta
Before hiring an emplo

responsibilities will this staff person have? In traditional 
personnel terms, what will be the workload of this employee? In 
this planning phase, it is necessary to determine how and why 
specific work functions are performed and to quantify their 
significance in terms of time and value to the practice. For an 
optometrist starting a practice with one employee, the primary 
responsibilities will probably be those of a receptionist. Even at 
this early stage of practice, however, a list of responsibilities 
should be developed. One optometric text on practice 
management lists 27 responsibilities for this job classification. 
The determination and listing of these responsibilities become 
part of the organizational aspect of the management plan.  

When a new position is to be added to the staff, input shou

“we need more help”). Asking the staff to assess the 
responsibilities currently being performed by individual 
members—through the use of daily logs or time management 
sheets—permits quantification of the allocation of time and 
duties and helps to identify needs. This process also provides a 
role for employees in the planning process and serves as an 
occasion for employees to do a self-evaluation of their 
contribution to the delivery of care.  

When a new position is created, the

optometric technician is hired, with primary responsibilities in 
styling and dispensing, the appropriate title might be ophthalmic 
technician. For the first technician, if he or she has demonstrated 
leadership qualities, the title might be changed to senior 
technician. 

 

I 
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In planning for the addition of a staff member, the economics of 
delivering care must be considered. As stated in the introduction 

k they must 
work with a full range of paraoptometric personnel, but during 

e American Optometric Association 
(AOA) Caring for the Eyes of America survey (2008) reveal that 

f Applicants  

cations of applicants 
should be carefully considered. These qualifications need to be 

 

standards
competiti ies. 
People who are working as optometric technicians and who have 
formal academic training only account for 18% of the 
individuals filling these positions.  

ployees agreed that the key 

 depends on following a routine or repetitive 

efer to do 

s with a preference for one in each pair. The traits 
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to this chapter, there is no aspect of a practice that is more 
important to its success than the staff. It also can be the most 
expensive aspect of a practice if not planned wisely. From an 
economic standpoint, both original and additional staff members 
should increase the productivity of the practice. Increased 
productivity can be achieved by the delegation of 
responsibilities to staff members so that the practitioner’s time is 
better used for the delivery of income-producing professional 
services. (This assumes that there is potential for the 
practitioner’s time to be used more productively.)  

Optometry students and new graduates often thin

the developmental phase of a practice the use of a large staff is 
not economically sound.  

Findings obtained by th

staff costs have increased from 15.3% of total gross income in 
1996 to 18.3% in 2006. Another guideline for staff costs also is 
based on practice income; it holds that a practice should have 
one full-time staff person for every $132,000 of gross income. A 
model for staff productivity has been proposed, using dollar 
productivity per hour per employee. Key Metrics of Optometric 
Practice reports a median of $79 gross revenue per staff per 
hour, with a range of $59 to $116. Of course, actual figures will 
vary considerably with the type of practice and the optometric 
product being delivered. For example, a practice using chairside 
assistants or performing a significant amount of in-office visual 
training that uses technicians would be labor-intensive and 
would have a higher percentage of gross income devoted to staff 
than would a primary care practice. Another example would be 
low-vision practices with labor-intensive staff and higher-end 
low-vision devices.  

Qualifications o

During the planning phase, the qualifi

commensurate with the specific staff responsibilities to be 
assumed. Although screening for these qualifications is clearly a 
part of staffing, the better the planning, the better the chance of 
finding someone who has these qualifications in the applicant 
pool. Each position will require a different prioritization of 
general abilities, in addition to specific knowledge or skills. 
General abilities needed might include dexterity, memory, 
verbal and nonverbal communication skills, ability to handle 
people, and telephone voice. Telephone voice would probably 
be the top priority if the position were for a receptionist with 
appointment responsibilities. If preparing reports were part of 
this same job, specific skills in typing or using a word processor 
would be critical. Minimum hiring standards should be part of 
planning. In busy offices that need a person to assume specific 
duties with minimum training, experience might be essential. A 
person with the right education and training usually will be an 
efficient and enthusiastic employee much sooner than someone 
trained on the job. The meeting of these 

 will depend on the applicant pool, wage level, and 
on for people with similar skills from other industr

In a survey commissioned by Bayer Corporation, in cooperation 
with the National Science Foundation, the newest employees in 
America’s workforce and their managers were asked to define 
the special skills needed to manage continuing change in the 
workplace. Both managers and em
skills were being able to solve unforeseen problems on the job 
(as opposed to referring unforeseen problems to others), 
adapting to changes in the work environment (as opposed to 
coping with a stable work environment), and doing their best 
work as a team (as opposed to doing their best work independent 
of others).  

Intelligence tests have a long history in hiring. The strength of 
intelligence tests is the ability to predict workplace performance 
in cognitive abilities such as verbal ability, math ability, or 
reasoning skills. Intelligence tests are significantly weaker when 
job success
activities. Intelligence tests also have a negative of 
disproportionately discriminating against people based on 
protected characteristics such as age, race, or gender. This 
makes using intelligence testing in hiring very risky.  

There is a growing trend to use personality tests in hiring. It is 
very difficult for people to modify their own personality to 
match workplace requirements. There are many ways to view 
personality. One way separates people into task preferences or 
people preferences. People with a task preference pr
things rather than be with people. This does not mean they 
cannot interact successfully with people, it just means they 
function better when doing things rather than interacting with 
people. A person who prefers to do tasks rather than deal with 
people can modify his or her behavior for short periods of time 
if placed into a job requiring people interaction such as that of 
receptionist. Eventually, however, personal preferences will 
cause difficulties as a result of the mismatch between personality 
and job requirements. As a general rule, hire personality and 
train skills.  

There are several excellent personality profiles that can be used 
to best place potential new hires within your practice. The most 
complicated test for both analysis and interpretation is the 
Myers-Briggs. This test uses four pairs of traits. People manifest 
all eight trait
are extrovert/introvert, sensor/intuitive, thinker/feeler, and 
judger /perceiver. Preferred traits are present at birth; however, 
they are modified by the environment. Activities become 
awkward, threatening, and frustrating when less preferred traits 
are used.  

Tests that use only four personality traits may be easier to 
implement in the typical practice. The Schwartz DISC test uses 
four personality groups: Directing, Influencing, Supportive, and 
Contemplative. The DISC approach is easily used within a 
practice.  

Another excellent system is the one created by Florence 
Littauer. Her system has four personality traits: playful, 
powerful, perfect, and peaceful. Using this system, the detail-
oriented 
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perfect personality is best suited for bookkeeping and the
personality who is not detail-oriented would make the
bookkeeper.  

 playful 
 worst 

The best practices approach to take to use personality testing in 

e target job for personality requirements. 

ity test results with structured interviews to 

height, weight, marital status, 

ness. A standard written 

 Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
the employee selection process. The 

r activities), and resources to each other so that the 
s objectives. Plans are carried out 

Table 17-1 is an example of one 

of these functions 

the prima
phone, m
and mana

Personality traits also should be considered. In Table 17-1, the 

uld need qualities associated with 

described. Under qualities, 

ty for the position. It has often been said, “One 

l 

sponsibilities of the position and that adds 

hiring is as follows:  

• Evaluate th

 
 

 
• Identify the personality test easiest to implement in your 

practice.  
• Use the personal

select the best candidates.  
• Monitor hiring patterns, employee performance, and job 

turnover to fine-tune the system.  

Employers cannot ask questions to potential candidates about 
religion, national origin, age, 
disability, or gender unless they represent qualifications 
essential to the operation of the busi
interview form should be used by the employer to verify that no 
inquiries about prohibited matters occurred. Questions should be 
limited to topics directly relevant to job performance. Examples 
of questions you cannot ask would be the following:  

• Do you have family responsibilities that could keep you 
from getting to the office?  

• Do you have medical conditions that could interfere with 
your job performance?  

• Are you disabled?  

rts have sometimes taken the position Cou that psychological 
testing has no place in the business environment. On the other 

d, the Equal Employmenthan
promotes objectivity in 
presence of a nondiscriminatory assessment program greatly 
reduces the risk for bias and prejudice. The use of a properly 
implemented and utilized assessment program strengthens the 
employer’s position that candidates are being treated fairly 
without regard to race, color, age, religion, sex, or national 
origin.  

ORGANIZATION  

Organization is the management function of relating people, 
tasks (o
practice can accomplish it
through the organizing process. 
organization model for optometric personnel.  

In most optometric offices, staff persons will be needed to 
perform the functions of receptionist, ophthalmic technician, 
frame stylist, word processor, and office manager (see Table 17-
1). There are optometric practices in which all 
are performed by one or two staff members and also by the 
optometrist. In larger group optometric practices, one or more 
staff members may be designated to one particular function, and 
there might be added areas of responsibility. For instance, an 
ophthalmic assistant or optometric technician could perform 
pretesting procedures, another staff member might perform all 
the insurance billings, and so forth. The organizational chart 
needs to describe the specific areas of responsibility for each 
position. For example, in Table 17-1 

ry patient needs of the receptionist is to answer the 
ake and confirm appointments, prepare patient files, 
ge related duties.  

qualities that are required to perform the primary patient needs 
are listed. For example, for a receptionist to perform primary 
patient needs, he or she wo
performing those tasks such as being friendly, pleasant, polite, 
consistent, and patient with people.  

Another consideration is the secondary skills required for a 
position. In Table 17-1, secondary patient needs and 
management skills required by the receptionist, ophthalmic 
technician, and office manager are 
some of the personality traits required to perform those specific 
tasks are listed.  

Whether it is a first or a subsequent employee that is being 
selected, a careful assessment should be made of the prospective 
employee’s strengths and personality traits to determine the 
person’s suitabili
can teach skills, but it is difficult to change a personality.” 
Inappropriate matching of personality traits and staff positions 
will lead to stress, conflicts, high turnover rate, and a detrimental 
influence on the overall growth of the practice. Patients will be 
quick to notice changes and conflicts within the practice, and 
although they may return to the office for optometric care, their 
enthusiasm to refer other patients to the practice will diminish.  

When choosing the positions to fill in an office, careful 
consideration should be given to the titles used. For example, a 
receptionist is one of the most crucial employees in any 
optometric office; it is estimated that a receptionist wil
communicate with the patient 4 times more often than the 
doctor. However, “receptionist” is often considered the position 
with the least status, and the job is commonly assigned small 
tasks that do not add significant value to the practice. The 
purpose or mission of a receptionist should be to provide a 
caring and competent atmosphere for patients, and too many 
added responsibilities can detract from this primary duty. In fact, 
a busy receptionist may be so hurried trying to process patients 
that this purpose is forgotten. For example, if the receptionist is 
also responsible for recall and processing insurance forms and 
can process about $30,000 per month, attempts to see more 
patients may result in increased accounts receivable, but also 
delays in processing insurance claims, and poor recall of 
patients. So the purpose of the job and the title must be 
considered together.  

Rather than receptionist, a more appropriate title might be 
patient manager, appointment secretary, front-desk coordinator, 
or patient-relations coordinator. The title selected should be the 
one that best fits the re
value to the practice. These responsibilities may include those of 
hostess, time manager, accountant, finance manager, follow-up 
evaluator, and marketing manager. It is estimated that a good 
front-desk person normally earns up to 7 times that person’s 
salary in increased production if trained properly. 
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Through the years, three basic type anizations have 
developed in the practice of optometry. They are referred to as 
type I, type II, and type III.  

ype I Staff Organization  

aff functions. The optometrist also 
 glasses. 

 

In addition, there can be  part-time staff spouse 
of the optometrist is usually part of the office staf time 
staff person has been in the practice for s and is an 

nt employee but is not necessarily a “team player.” The 
outstanding characteristic of this practice for the staff member is 

s of staff org

T

Type I is referred to as the “family” staff organization. It is 
composed of a solo practitioner and one full-time staff person, 
who performs most of the st
helps in the dispensing and adjusting of

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 a  person, and the 
f. The full-

 many year
excelle

the closeness, friendship, and loyalties between the employer 
and the employee. If there are personal problems or tragedies, 
the support systems function just like those of a family. The staff 
wages and benefits might be less than those in other offices. The 
overall office efficiency 

TABLE 17-1  

Organizational Model for Optometric Personnel 
Receptionist Ophthalmic Technician Frame

PRIMARY PATIENT NEEDS 
Order prescription co nses Select frames Type — 

nses    
lenses    

 
    

ashion and 
olor sensible 

rganized — 

echanically inclined atient fficient 
atient erceptive 
killed in time management etail-oriented 

Courteous    
RY PATIENT NEEDS 

rance nd adjust prescriptions   
rance payment wear 

atients 

    

   

ENT SKILLS  
unts og and monitor prescriptions 

estock contact lenses 
tact lens solutions 

  upervise 
urchase frames 

y taxes and bills 
oncile bank 

ccounts 

ccounts 

ing 

Qualities    
Decisive Resourceful — — 
Direct Creative    
Relentless Organized   

 cious  
ood manager 

CROSS-T

 Stylist Typist Office Manager 

Answer phone ntact le
Make/confirm appointments Verify prescription contact le
Prepare patient files Deliver prescription contact 
Greet patients     
Record charges 

Bill patients     
Qualities     
Friendly Able to verbally instruct F

c
O

Pleasant M P E  
Polite 

 
P P   

Consistent S D   
Patient  Sensitive 

 
  

SECONDA
Bill insu Repair a — — —
Record insu Train patients in contact lens    
Recall p     
File charts     
Restock office supplies 
Qualities     
Organized Methodical — — —
Efficient     
MANAGEM    
Manage and control acco
receivable 

L
R
Restock con

— — S
P
Pa
Rec
a
Resolve aging 
a
receivable 
Maintain bookkeep
and accounting 
 
Organized 
Respected
Supportive of shared 
goals 
Administrative Respectable vs. likable Judi  
G
Stable 
Consistent 

RAINING 
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and organization are not the strengths of this type of p
The gross income of this type of practice does not
significantly over the years. In the type I practice, th
strong resistance to changes in staff organization an
incorporation of

ractice. 
 change 
ere is a 

d to the 
 changes in examination procedures. Because of 

organization, 
those in the type I 

e and permanent staff 

se in the type I 

ers. The staff organization, salaries, and benefits are 
ecause of 

f many staff members, 

taff members have specific, 
 every person’s name and 

 

particular responsibility is defined so that everyone in the 
organization, including new personnel, knows exactly where to 
go with specific questions. Responsibility for tasks is assigned 
according to the most logical individual, which means that the 
chief executive (doctor) can delegate tasks effectively, without 
fear of them getting “lost in the shuffle.” This allows the doctor 

a matrix system is to ensure that the 

olicy manual be 
 
 

 The employment policy manual should 

 

 

 

 

utive
 

the inflexibility of the type I practice, there is little acquisition 
and use of modern instrumentation or equipment.  

Type II Staff Organization  

The type II practice is referred to as the “saturated” practice. 
There usually is a solo practitioner and an associate optometrist, 
who works several days at the practice. The staff 
staff salaries, and benefits are higher than 
practice. There are often three full-tim
members (or the part-time equivalent of three full-time staff 
members), and staff functions are divided among the three staff 
members, each having a primary area of responsibility. The staff 
members are excellent “team players,” with one staff person 
extremely strong and perceived as the “leader.”  

The outstanding characteristics of the type II office is the 
efficiency and harmony of the office. The office continues to 
grow and develop, and the instrumentation and equipment are 
usually updated. However, in general, the support systems, 
friendship, and closeness do not compare with tho
practice.  

Type III Staff Organization  

The type III practice, referred to as “the group,” represents only 
a minority of optometric practices. There are at least three or 
more partn
at the highest level of optometric practices. However, b
the large volume of patients and the use o
there is limited time in which to cultivate the friendship, 
loyalties, and closeness found in the type I (and to a lesser 
degree in the type II) practice.  

Matrix Organization  

Another method of organization is the matrix system used by 
Williams Marketing. Matrix organization is a way to build a 
team approach to patient care. All s

 
 

designated responsibilities, and

 

 

 
Chief Exec

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

to focus more on patient care. Matrix management requires 
communication rather than authority. Staff members must 
support and help one another rather than work separately. This 
creates a cohesive team approach because everyone contributes.  

Functions are divided into three management centers (front desk, 
clinic, or dispensary), which are run by managers (Figure 17-1). 
Although management centers are separated within the matrix, 
the matrix interlocks staff members outside particular 
management centers by designating directors for five business 
functions (marketing, sales, patient care, finance, and quality 
control) and applying these functions to all three management 
centers. Isolation of employees is consequently eliminated. 
Because each individual in the management centers is assigned 
responsibilities, someone is immediately accountable for all 
functions. Because everyone contributes, there is cohesion and a 
shared sense of value.  

In small practices the same person may serve as the manager of 
certain management centers and the director of certain functions. 
For example, the dispensary manager also may be the designated 
director of marketing and quality control. The chief executive 
(doctor) also may be the clinic manager and patient care 
director. The key to 
responsibility for duties falling under each management center 
and business function is specifically assigned.  

DEVELOPING AN OFFICE MANUAL FOR 
EMPLOYEES  

After a thorough evaluation of the staff needs has been 
performed and the appropriate organization has been 
determined, it is mandatory that an office p
written. If the office does not have a manual, the time should be
taken to develop one. Even if a solo practice is started “cold,” it
should have a manual.
include several basic topics (Box 17-1).  

The AOA (and individual authors) have published guidebooks 
that go through each step of manual development. 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 Marketing Sales Patient Care Finance Quality Control 

Front Desk      
Clinic      

y      Dispensar
 

RE 17-1 Ma tion. sy Williams col rinte .) FIGU trix organiza (Courte  Marketing, Lin n, NE. Rep d with permission
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ulted before attempting to draft a 
ific office. Eyecare Practice Tool Kit has an 

mplate for an employment policy manual written by 
D hal, OD. The manual is on 

 easy to adapt to any practice.  

DESIGNATION OF THE PERSONNEL 

ompensation because of
the time commitment, stress, and pressure. In some practices, 

 and
ber every 6 months, or at least 

e 

. The chair of each meeting is rotated among the 

staff vaca
bereavem
approach 
scheduled
is introdu
from the
mealtime eir heads and 

 to establish some vertical management. 

anagement 

 a job analysis should provide the 

sonnel Management.  

mbers.  

 

nagement 

 
 

These sources should be cons
manual for a spec
excellent te

avid Kirschen, OD, and Lawrence T
a CD and

ADMINISTRATOR  

One of the significant advantages of a group practice is that one 
of the partners can be responsible for the management of the 
staff. Often this position merits special c  J

this administrator might give a performance review
evaluation for each staff mem
once a year. During this revie

 
A

w the administrator discusses th
job description with the employee and measures performance 
against expectation, develops with the employee a plan for 
improvement, and provides feedback on employee strengths and 
weaknesses.  

The personnel administrator also listens to staff complaints 
about the practitioners and the office. These complaints are then 
transmitted to the practitioners, who meet weekly to discuss 
issues as they occur. There also should be a staff meeting at least 
once a month. If it is at noon, a catered lunch could be served 
since the staff members are giving up their lunch time for an 
office meeting
staff. The administrator also determines 

tion time for the calendar year and monitors sick and 
ent leaves and similar periods of absence. (A better 
is to schedule a staff office meeting during regularly 
 office times rather than during mealtimes. When food 
ced into a staff business meeting, attention is distracted 
 meeting and placed on the food. Additionally, 
s should be a time for the staff to clear th

recharge their batteries. Taking mealtimes away from staff, even 
if you feed them, may not give staff an adequate break during 
working hours.)  
Other models of an office hierarchy might have an office 
manager or personnel administrator who is not an optometrist. 
These administrators operate in a manner that is very similar to 
the process previously described, reporting frequently to the 
optometrist responsible for this part of the practice.  
Many offices use front office coordinators or senior technicians 
as administrators
Whenever there is more than one employee, it is necessary to 
establish who is responsible to whom. Job classifications 
identify individual responsibilities, but there must be someone in 
the practice to see that these responsibilities are fulfilled on a 
dayto- day basis. The structure of any vertical m
should be included in the practice manual or employee 
handbook.  

JOB ANALYSIS  
Once an organizational structure has been chosen, a job analysis 
must be performed to determine the specific responsibilities and 
tasks to be assigned to each staff member. Job analysis in some 
settings is no longer considered optional, rather being required 
in light of recent legal rulings that protect employee rights. 
These rulings indicate that
following:  

• A thorough, clear, and well-written specific job 
description  

• An indication of how often specific task behaviors should 
be evaluated  

• An accurate evaluation of the job specifications, as 
provided by the US Employment Service and US Office 
of Per

Legal considerations also affect the selection process when 
hiring new staff me
ob analysis should include creation of position agreements.  
 position agreement is different from a job description since it 

describes the overall requirements and management of the 
position. A position agreement should be signed by every staff 
member insuring that staff understands the essence of each job
they control. The contents of the position agreement are as 
follows: 
Position title 

What will be measured to determine how well this job is being 
done? 
Responsibility statement (I am responsible for …) 
Position goals (I will make sure systems exist that ensure …) 
Personal goals (While controlling this position I will …) 
Position ma

The following things need to be done daily: 
The following things need to be done weekly: 
The following things need to be done quarterly: 
The following things need to be done yearly: 
 

 BOX 17-1 

Topics to be Included in an Office Manual 
Philosophy of care and of the office 
Employee classification 
Full-time, part-time, probationary 
Equal opportunity statement 
Policy of nondiscrimination 
Duties and responsibilities of employees: staff functions 
Employee conduct 

May include such issues as personal conduct, dress 
code, personal calls, personal visitors, punctuality, 
smoking, eating, drinking, chewing gum, grooming and 
attire 

Working hours 
Vacations, holidays, and leaves of absence 

May include such issues as paid vacations, holidays, sick 
leave or absence, emergency leave, leaves without pay 

Payroll and employee benefits 
Safety 
Confidentiality 

May include provision that “violation of patient 
confidentiality” will be grounds for immediate dismissal 

Performance and salary review 
Patient complaints 
Termination 

Voluntary, mutual, and involuntary 
Jury duty 
Bereavement leave 
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Technical management 
To manage thi

 
 

s position I need to have the following knowledge 
and skills . . . 
General standards 
Maintain professionalism at all times 
Treat patients like family, “go the extra mile” 
All patients needs must be met 

 all times 

 
re than expected 

ed, neat and clean 

Keep a positive attitude at
Maintain confidentiality always for patients and staff 
Assist in maintaining a clean office 
Always arrive on time
Always display a willingness to do mo
Uniforms will be worn at all times, kept press
 

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE 
S  

etric 
. 

g 
minimum of 15 to 20 employees, others are more broadly 

cable to 
ity, it is 
ith these 

sters and enforces FLSA with respect to private 

ble for enforcement with regard to all 

ot less than one 11 ⁄ 2 times the regular 

ash or merchandise shortages, employerrequired 

 

• Pre
• Pay
• A 

pay

A  days 
in a we cheduled to work, if 
the em loyee is at least 16 years old. These matters are for 

yees, or their 
, employers 

ns and 

ent of Labor 

Employment Act of 1967, and related 

lacement of an employee should be 
 can bring a fresh attitude 
eep employees who are 

SELECTION OF STAFF MEMBER
Employer-employee relationships, even in small optom
practices, are affected by a variety of federal and state laws

lthough some laws limit their application to employers havinA
a 
applicable. Employment legislation therefore is appli
most optometric practices. Because of their complex
important to have competent legal counsel in dealing w
laws.  

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is the federal labor law 
that establishes minimum wage, overtime pay, recordkeeping, 
and child labor standards, affecting more than 140 million full- 
and part-time workers in the private sector and in federal, state, 
and local governments.  

The Wage and Hour Division of the US Department of Labor 
admini
employment; state and local government employment; and 
federal employees of the Library of Congress, US Postal 
Service, Postal Rate Commission, and the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. The Labor Department’s Office of Personnel 
Management is responsi
other federal employees.  

Special rules apply to state and local government employment 
involving fire protection and law enforcement activities, 
volunteer services, and compensatory time off in lieu of cash 
overtime pay.  

As of July 24, 2009, covered nonexempt workers have been 
entitled to a minimum wage of not less than $7.25 an hour. 
Overtime pay at a rate of n
rate of pay is required for each hour worked over 40 hours per 
week. Wages required by FLSA are due on the regular payday 
for the pay period covered. Deductions made from wages for 
items, such as c
uniforms, and tools of the trade, are not legal to the extent that 
they reduce the wages of employees below the minimum rate 
required by FLSA or reduce the amount of overtime pay due 
under FLSA.  

Even though FLSA does set basic minimum wage and overtime 
pay standards and regulates the employment of minors, there are 
a number of employment practices that FLSA does not regulate. 
For example, FLSA does not require the following:  

• Vacation, holiday, severance, or sick pay  
• Meal or rest periods 

mium pay for weekend or holiday work  
 raises or fringe benefits  
discharge notice, reason for discharge, or immediate 
ment of final wages to terminated employees  

lso, FLSA does not limit the numb
ek an employee can be required or s

er of hours in a day or

p
agreement between the employer and the emplo

ertain conditionsauthorized representatives. Under c
can pay a training wage of at least 85% of the minimum wage 
for up to 90 days to employees younger than 20 years of age. In 
addition to these issues, there are other conditio
exemptions in FLSA that should be considered.  

The FLSA child labor provisions are designed to protect the 
educational opportunities of minors and prohibit their 
employment under conditions or in jobs that are detrimental to 
their health or well-being. These provisions include restrictions 
on hours of work for minors younger than 16 years of age.  

The FLSA requires employers to keep records on wages, hours, 
and other items, as specified in Departm
recordkeeping regulations. Most of the information is of the kind 
generally maintained by employers in ordinary business practice 
and in compliance with other laws and regulations. The records 
do not have to be kept in any particular form, and time clocks 
need not be used.  

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related amendments and 
executive orders prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sex, national origin, marital status, physical 
disabilities, military discharge, and arrest record. This legislation 
applies—and many state laws apply—to all employment 
practices, including hiring, firing, promotion, compensation, and 
other conditions of employment. A separate act, the Age 
Discrimination in 
amendments require employers to treat applicants and 
employees equally, regardless of age. Sexual harassment in the 
workplace also has become a highly sensitive issue in recent 
years, requiring employers to maintain a proper work 
environment.  

SELECTION PROCESS  

One of the most frustrating aspects of private practice is 
personnel turnover. The finding, keeping, and training of 
personnel are part of an ongoing project and problem for most 
offices. Outstanding employees might leave to move out of 
state, get married, to have a child, or take other employment. 
Whatever the reason, the rep
regarded as an opportunity. A new face
and ideas. Too often, practitioners k
chronically late, sloppy in their work, and snippy with patients, 
out of fear that they will not be able to find an adequate 
replacement. There are five basic steps that should be adhered to 
in the selection process: finding sources of competent 
applicants, screening applicants, setting up interviews, asking 
relevant questions during interviews, and checking applicant 
references. 
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Step 1: Sources of Applicants  
There are several resources that can be used to sear
employees, including employment agencies, op
technician schools, friends, newspaper advertisements,
co

ch for 
tometric 
 optical 

mpanies, retail sales representatives, current patients, local 
churches, college placement services, Websites, and 
employeeleasing agencies (which will frequently prescreen 

 is refunded if the 
tisfied. If there is a problem 
oyment agency usually will 

s  
ents make wonderful, enthusiastic staffers. They 

looking for 
r a career change who they feel would be a good 
ice.  

ique can decrease the number of applicants 
neral office work or 
 alternative technique 

Optica
Super-op
week, 1
employee
week. Th
decrease t hours of a private 
practice.  

s in the Ophthalmic 

s  

eople in clothing, cosmetics, and jewelry have the 

tion is obtained and 

step in the 
The interviewer should have a legal-size pad of 

ant also should be 
d to the ease of 
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candidates in response to specific needs).  

Employment Agencies  
Employees obtained from an agency come with a price. It is 
customary to pay the agency a fee of 1% for every $1,000 of the 
employee’s first-year salary. (This offsets the agency’s costs for 
the advertising and screening of applicants.) If the practice is a 
small office, an agency may offer a discount. There usually is a 
30-day trial period during which money
employer or the employee is dissa
within the first 90 days, the empl
guarantee to provide a replacement.  

Optometric Technician Schools  
Technicians who graduate from these schools have good 
background knowledge and some clinical training but are 
limited in number. A recent AOA survey reported that only 18% 
of employed optometric technicians had received formal 
training.  

Friends  
Using friends as a source of employees has to be managed 
wisely. Hiring friends to work in an office can be a delicate 
situation. It can be difficult to introduce a business attitude into a 
relationship that has been built on an equal basis.  

Patient
Satisfied pati
talk from personal experience about an office’s good service and 
can be a great asset in promoting the office. Before a patient is 
hired, however, it should be determined that the patient 
possesses the required skills or is trainable. Patients can also be 
a good source for referral of acquaintances 
employment o
fit for the pract

Newspaper Advertisements  
There are several ways in which a newspaper advertisement can 
be used to attract applicants. One technique is to list a post 
office box number or fax number and request that applicants 
submit resumes; another is to list a private telephone number for 
applicants to contact for information on submitting their 
resumes. This techn
because many employees applying for ge
ophthalmic work do not have resumes. An
would be to ask for a letter of application rather than a resume. 
The key to attracting applicants is writing an advertisement that 
makes the position or office sound exciting. People read into 
advertisements what they want, and generally what they want is 
excitement, fun, and a challenge. 

 

l Companies  
ticals and chain locations usually are open 6 to 7 days a 
2 hours a day. Many talented and experienced 
s are not interested in working such an extensive work 
ese individuals might even be willing to accept a 
in salary for the more convenien

Sales Representative
Industry  

Sales representatives from the ophthalmic industry are in a 
different office every day. They hear firsthand from employees 
if they are unhappy or are interested in moving for one reason or 
another. They can be very helpful in spreading the news that the 
practice is in the market for a new assistant.  

Cosmetic or Jewelry Sales Representative
Retail sales p
personality and sales ability that adapts easily to the ophthalmic 
area. Many times, when hiring an experienced frame stylist, one 
also hires the stylist’s old habits such as prejudging a patient’s 
spending ability. Someone who knows how to provide a fresh 
attitude can bring a fresh approach as well.  

Employee-Leasing Agencies  

Employee leasing agencies interview, hire, and pay employees, 
saving the hassle that comes with frequent personnel turnover, 
the cost of benefits, and inconvenience of paying employment 
taxes. A fee must be paid to the agency, however, for the 
services and personnel obtained from the agency.  

Websites  

The Internet has changed the way informa
exchanged. Many professional associations, optical companies, 
and employee agencies list employment opportunities on their 
Websites.  

Step 2: Screening Applicants  

Screening applicants over the telephone is a crucial 
hiring process. 
paper by the phone to note the applicant’s name and the 
interviewer’s first impressions. The sound and tone of the 
applicant’s voice are important impressions. Is the voice harsh, 
the rate of speech too quick, or the tone of conversation false?  

The “telephone personality” of the applic
assessed. Close attention should be pai
conversation, the use of grammar, and any accent or dialect that 
is difficult to understand. During the telephone screening 
process, it is essential to stay in control of the conversation. The 
applicant’s name and phone number should be obtained for 
future reference. (If the caller is not willing to provide this 
information, the conversation should be politely concluded.)  

The caller usually will ask for a job description and the salary 
being offered. To stay in control, the interviewer should 
immediately ask the caller, “What are you doing presently?” 
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This question will provide information about the c
employment situation such as whether the caller is unem
and for how long. If the caller is working, the intervie
find out where the caller is employed, what the c

aller’s 
ployed 

wer can 
aller’s skills 

are, and the salary range expected.  

Walt Disney Company takes a proactive position on arranging 

 and treated with respect.  
ssigned to tell the story of the 

, touches, 
.g., 
are 

pplicant field so that 

rview is to size up the personal 

race, religion, sex, and age should not be considered. The 
candidate can volunteer any of this information, but the topic 
should not be discussed at length.  

To determine the questions that can be asked of a job applicant, 
the state employment department, the local Chamber of 
Commerce, professional organizations (such as the AOA), or the 
EEOC can be consulted. (The EEOC has a Website at www. 
eeoc.gov that contains helpful information.) The same general 
questions should be asked of each applicant, and applicants 
should be managed similarly during the interview. 
Documentation should be as thorough as time permits. If several 
individuals will be interviewed annotations regarding their use 
of grammar, demeanor, attitude, professionalism, 

 

appearanc
in later discussion  with other managers or owners. 
If an applican  
o ly. Personal 
c hould be avoided.  

 ask 
 

questions to 
wee has any 

ked during job interviews 
nt question to ask a 

 you like to do best?” This 
her the interviewee’s 

iption.  

ployee will 
he or she enjoys most. A 

 of appointment 
ut if the person enjoys 

performing computer work, he or she will find ways to work at 
the comp
best to 
employee
well mat
more abo
that can
intelligen
interests. 
sells test s, and 
attitudes. 
includes 
technician
employm

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: First Interview  
You never get a second chance to make a first impression. The 

the setting and experience of the job applicant to set the tone for 
what is to come. Disney calls it “casting the first impression.” 
Carefully consider what message you want all applicants to 
have, even the applicants who do not get a job. Following 
Disney’s lead, make sure the following things occur:  

• Applicants should be greeted
• A staff member should be a

practice to the applicants. (The story of the practice is the 
story you create and want repeated in the community 
about your practice. Take time to carefully craft the story. 
Make sure staff members memorize and are able to tell the 
story with feeling and meaning. You may use several staff 
members to tell the complete story.)  

• Make sure everything the applicant sees, hears
smells, and feels in the office is done with quality (e
forms that are faded and hard to read because they 
copies of copies send a negative message to your 
applicant).  

The first interview should be handled by a senior employee. The 
office administrator should have applicants fill out an 
employment application. After all applications have been 
collected, the administrator can narrow the a
the practitioner only has to interview the best two or three 
prospects. Filling out an employment application provides not 
only pertinent facts about the applicants but also allows the 
applicant’s handwriting and spelling skills to be analyzed.  

One of the goals of a first inte
appearance of the interviewee. The cleanliness and neatness of 
the applicant’s clothes and hair should be noted. A professional 
image is desired, and the person should be evaluated on that 
basis. The demeanor of the person also should be considered. 
The handshake can provide an indication of the person’s 
personality, as can eye contact and the person’s posture. 
Although the professional image of a person is composed of 
many factors, from a legal and an ethical standpoint the person’s 

e, dress, and visible tattoos or pierces, can be helpful 

uter, avoiding important job responsibilities. Thus it is 
determine beforehand whether the prospective 

’s interests and the responsibilities of the position are 
ched. Some doctors use psychological testing to learn 
ut applicants. There are commercially available tests 

 be purchased for job applicants used to assess 
ce, aptitude, personality, interpersonal skills, and 
For example, Schoer Medical Marketing Solutions 

s to determine applicants’ strengths, weaknesse

s of applicants
t is rejected, the decision should be based on

bjective standards only and documented according
omments about applicants s

Earlier in the chapter we identified questions you cannot
during an interview. The interviewer should have prepared

nclusion of questioning, the ask. At the co
interviewer should ask whether the intervie
questions.  

Step 4: Questioning the Applicant  

A number of questions are regularly as
(Box 17-2). Often, the most importa
prospective employee is, “What do
question is asked to establish whet
expectations and needs match the job descr

No matter what position a person is hired for, an em
always gravitate toward the skills 
person can be hired as a receptionist, with duties
making, collections, and recall, b

This company also offers a human resource guide that 
a new employee interview form, interview outline, 
 interview form, applicant reference form, 

ent agreement form, employee review form, and an 

 

 

 

-2  BOX 17

Fifteen of the Most Frequently Asked  
Interview Questions 

• Tell me about yourself. 
• W  are you interested in working for this company? hy
• Why do you want to leave your current job or why did you 

leave your former one? 
• Why have you chosen this particular field? 
• Why should we hire you? 
• What are your long-range goals? 
• What is your greatest strength? 
• What is your greatest weakness? 
• What is your current salary? 
• What is important to you in a job? 
• What do you do in your spare time? 
• Which feature of this job interests you least? 
• How do others describe you? 
• What are your plans for continued study? 

• Tell me about your schooling. 
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exit interview form. Neil Skills Ability tests are another 
tool. The Service Ability Inventory and 

helpful 
the Applicant Potential 

 into the 
Service 
es. The 
attitude 
ce. The 

bing the 
mbers 

to the 
veryday 
e.  

  
erviews 
or these 
. If the 
eone in 

 work 
 job (Figure 

17-2).  

There are a number of questions that can be asked. The first 
question, however, should be, “Is the employee punctual?” This 
question provides an indication of the responsibility and 
dependability of the person. The last question should be, 
“Would you rehire this employee?” This question allows for a 
“no” response while protecting the employer from possible legal 
entanglements.  

Hiring Enthusiastic Top Performers  
If staff members are enthusiastic, it is a way of saying, “I care.” 
According to Gross, author of Positively Outrageous Service, 
there are four key characteristics to look for: “can do,” “will 
do,” “feel good,” and “fit.” “Can do” refers to a person with the 

 

 

knowledg
Employe
of ability
often is th
important 

If an emp
all the tr
Typically,
may not 
motivated
employee
high lev
members 
extra” tha
found in 

The third 
conversat
intuitive e, that same message will likely be 
communicated t
impressio
office sta

Almost th
issue of 
professio
member of the team should be ev
to add to perfor y Corporation uses a series of five 
interview  
achievers who earned  
who have
What is m
is less co
conversat
employee can be trained in the technical aspects of the business 
a lot easi  than the employee can be trained to “feel good” and 
“fit.” Som  optometric offices have all employees interact with a 
prospective employee before the position is offered. Every 
employee must feel comfortable with the new prospect before he 
or she is added to the team.  

OFFERING EMPLOYMENT  
Once it h s been decided that an applicant appears to suit the 
practice’s needs, no time should be wasted in offering the 
position. Good employees are hard to find and can have other 
job offers to consider. During the interview, some of the benefits 
of working for the practice might have been discussed. During 
the job offer, it is necessary to negotiate the actual terms of the 
agreemen and to reach an agreement that fits the needs of both 
the practice and the new employee. The areas of concern in 
achieving this goal are preparing for the negotiation, items open 
to negotiation, a written agreement stating expectations, and 
what was d to by the parties.  

Preparing for the Negotiation  
Many job offers today are made over the telephone. The 
applicant is called, the job is offered, and a starting salary is 
specified. This approach can be adequate if no further 
negotiation 

Test are examples of two tests that can give you insight
applicant’s ability to perform well on the job. The 
Ability Inventory gives scenarios with potential respons
results of this test gives insight into the applicant’s 
toward handling patient issues that will occur in an offi
Applicant Potential Test is a series of questions pro
applicant’s ability to think logically and handle nu
effectively. The results of this test give insight in
applicants ability to function in an office in practical e
ways. These tests and others like them are available onlin

Step 5: Checking References by Phone
After reviewing the applications and the results of the int
and selecting the two best candidates, the references f
candidates should be evaluated over the telephone
applicant works (or worked) for a large employer, som
authority should be questioned to verify the applicant’s
history and establish that the person is right for the

  
 1.

 2.

 4.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e and ability needed to complete the required task. 
es obviously should have the ability to achieve, but lack 
 is rarely the cause of job failure. The problem more 
at “can do” is overemphasized, at the expense of other 
traits such as “will do,” “feel good,” and “fit.”  

loyee can do the job but for some reason will not do it, 
aining and experience in the world are of no value. 
 it is inferred that the person is unmotivated. But that 
be completely accurate; the person just may not be 
 to do that particular job. Thus it is best to choose 
s who can motivate themselves, want to achieve at a 
el, and will do so without being prompted. Staff 
who are energetic and willing to do the “something 
t goes beyond expectations exhibit the “will do” trait 

top-performing employees.  

trait to look for when building a staff is “feel good.” If 
ion with the applicant results in a strong, positive 

messag
o patients. People who can make a favorable 

n in a short period are usually welcome additions to an 
ff.  

ree of four individuals hired are chosen largely on the 
“fit.” Businesses are not essentially different from 

nal sports teams. It makes good sense that every new 
aluated in terms of the potential 

mance. Son
s to screen job applicants. The company looks for high

an A or B grade average in school and
 a record of service in school or civic organizations. 
ost interesting about the interview process is that Sony 

ncerned with the content of the answers than with the 
ional style and manner of the applicant. A new 

er
e

a

t 

agree

 
 

 

 

 

Suggested Reference Checklist 

  Applicant’s name ________________________________ 
Date of reference check ___________________________ 

 Reference contacted _____________________________ 
3. Employment dates ________________ to _____________ 

 Salary history ___________________________________  
5. Type of responsibilities ____________________________ 
6. Attendance/punctuality ____________________________ 
7. Special skills ____________________________________ 
8. Reason for leaving _______________________________ 
9. Notice given ____________________________________ 
10. Severance pay given _____________________________ 
11. Unemployment compensation ______________________ 
12. Is the applicant qualified for rehire? __________________ 
13. Other comments _________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________ 

FIGURE 17-2 Reference checklist for job applicants. (Courtesy 
American Optometric Association, St. Louis. Reprinted with 
permission.) 
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of the employment terms is required. In most si
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necessitate a face-to-face meeting.  

As in any negotiation situation, it is best to negotiate
position of power, which is most readily achieved
applicant comes to the office for the employment offer. 
situations, sitting behind a large desk might be prefe
demonstrate a position of control. At other times, it can b
to be seated without anything between the two parties o
seated next to one another. One of the considerations
choosing the setting is the employer’s personal man
style.  

The terms of negotiation are based on how badly the 
wants or needs the potential employee. Employers shoul
in mind that employees can be responsible for as much 
thirds of the gross income of a practice and that they can m
or break a practice. Thus it might be necessary to m

there are reasonable limits to any negotiation. Bef
negotiation, the employer should determine and writ
these bargaining limits. In so doing, specific limits sh
decided for each of the following negotiable points:  

• Responsibilities  
• Hours  
• Days  
• Salary  
• Education benefits  
• Medical insurance  
• Sick pay  
• Vacation pay  
• Personal time off  
• Purchase of optical supplies  
• Purchase of th
• Paid holidays  
• Retirement plan  
• Bonuses  

Usually, salary is the key item of interest to the new em
particularly if the employee is young. If the employee h
family, medical insurance coverage might be more im
An older, single employee might be interested in re
benefits. Employees older than 65 could be concern
keeping their income low because of Social Security benef
they might prefer other forms of compensation, such a
benefits or personal time off. The employer should at
find out what compensation the prospective employ
decided is most important
now posted conveniently on the 
deliver data organized by job title, industr
company size, city, and even zip code. The information i
on hundreds of compensation surveys performed by indu
trade groups nationwide. These data could have the po
ch

listed. Current Internet resources include www.salary.com, 
www.careerjournal.com, and www.jobstar.org. Other 

 

ebsites include government sites provided by the US 
of Labor Statistics, the California Employment 
ent Department, and the US Census Bureau.  

king the employment offer, it is often advantageous to 
written document that can be used to record the 
ns.  

nsibilities  

sibilities survey can be used to discuss the expectations 
des (Figure 17-3). This survey is intended to allow the 
ve employee to evaluate on a 1 to 5 scale (1 being the 
irable and 5 the least) potential or prospective work 
nts. Use of such a survey can give the employer 
l insight into the type of person who is being hired. 
if conflicts arise over work responsibilities, the survey 
ed to document proof of what was discussed.  

ll be a wide range of responses from the survey. Som
potential employees will mark 
might want to give the
in all areas. Other ap
“5.” This response can
inflexible and might not wish to cha
some poor prior experiences; on t
can indicate that the pote
willing to communicate hones

The survey must be carefully reviewed by 
the completed survey of responsibilities fit the practice’s needs

o th  l kes and dislikes complement other employeeD  e i
can the practice settle for less th

ect thecompleted survey can aff
prospective employee.  

ion Period  

nefits do not begin until the probation period has 
ome potential employees might wish to have a shorter 
 period. An offer of a lower initial salary in return for a 
robation period might be acceptable to the potential 
  

 

ntial employee might prefer not to work past 5 pm. If 
 case, a lower salary could be acceptable. On the other 
he practice requires late hours, the potential employee 
el that additional compensation is deserved. Is the 

illing to pay more? How much? How will this affect 
efits?  

 of employment require a negotiation strategy similar to 
t willing to work on

?
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Salary  

Salary is the one item that will most likely have been d
when the potential employee first applied for the job.
time a specific figure or perhaps a salary range would ha
described. The employer must consider whether negotia
other matters have altered the assessment of salary. Can a
salary be traded for fewer fringe benefits? For exam
employer might be willing to pay a higher salary
prospective employee agrees to work partic

iscussed 
 At that 
ve been 
tions on 
 higher 

ple, the 
 if the 

ular hours or on 
mber of 
 offer is 
mployee 
ployee’s 
e. The 
its set.  

How far 
 this person?” It should be remembered 

that if too much is paid, others in the office might be resentful 
thing in 

intment 
 Such a 

give the confident employee a boost. The bonus 
ployee to be paid more 

 

 

 

 

ing 
 pay you $8 per hour for the first month while we 

g you how to do frame selection and adjustments. 

lary will be $9.50 an hour, and then $10 an hour at 
e time you can complete the lab work independently.”  

ployee might be willing to settle for dispensing at $8 an 
our and have no interest in laboratory work or pretesting. At 
ther times, the new employee will spend extra time and effort 

ing the added skills to obtain a higher salary. In either case, 
 will be what was expected for the responsibilities 

erformed.  

mployee development probably should not be open to 
. No matter who is hired, some time needs to be spent 

 integrating new employees into the office. An initial training 
eriod, continuing education, office meetings, and office retreats 

ities to increase the efficiency of the employee. 

particular days or is willing to accept a limited nu
personal leave or vacation days. The presentation of the
important. The employer should make the potential e
feel that the practice is willing to bend to suit the em
needs. The employer also should stress the positiv
negotiation must stay, however, within the reasonable lim

The employer must constantly ask himself or herself, “
am I willing to go to hire

and that there is an important need to keep every
equilibrium.  

One way of offsetting a prospective employee’s disappo
at the salary offered is to provide a bonus program.
program will 
system allows the em

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after the employee has demonstrated improvement in skills and 
thereby improvement in worth to the practice. A bonus system is 
often tied to the probation period. For example, an employee 
hired to work in the dispensary might be given the follow
offer: “I can
are trainin
When you have demonstrated your proficiency at this skill, we 
will raise your salary to $9 per hour and begin training you in 
pretesting and lab work. Once you’ve mastered the pretesting 
skills, your sa
th

The em
h
o
learn
the pay
p

E
negotiation
in
p
offer opportun

 

Areas of Responsibility 

Place 1 next to what you definitely wish to do and have done before. 
Place 2 next to what you would like to try but have never done before. 
Place 3 next to what you would do if asked. 
Place 4 next to what you don’t think you’d like to do but never tried. 
Place 5 next to what you definitely don’t want to do at this time. 

Areas of Responsibility:  

__ Answering the telephone 
__ Making appointments 
__ Greeting patients 
__ Distributing office information 
__ Performing hostess duties 
__ Seating patients in pretesting room 
__ Answering patient inquiries into services 
__ Obtaining patient case histories 
__ Administering preliminary testing 
__ Informing about office services and doctor’s 
     qualifications 
__ Showing videotapes 
__ Seating patients in exam room 
__ Instructing about contact lens handling 
__ Selecting frames 
__ Discussing options on lenses and additional pairs 
__ Writing up orders 
__ Checking orders 
__ Dispensing 

__ Instructing about proper maintenance and 
     adaptation for contact lenses 
__ Explaining fee breakdown 
__ Designing payment schedules 
__ Writing up receipts and day sheet entries 
__ Maintaining accounts receivable 
__ Handling bank deposits 
__ Maintaining inventory 
__ Restocking supplies 
__ Maintaining instruments 
__ Maintaining facilities 
__ Typing 
__ Ordering office supplies 
__ Assembling patient information packets 
__ Maintaining public relations 
__ Performing lab technician duties 
__ Performing visual therapist duties 
__ Performing low vision therapist duties 

 

FIGURE 17-3 Employee responsibilities survey. 
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After all the negotiable points have been agreed on, they should 
be written down, and the new employee should be given a copy 
of the agreement. If everything has been presented properly, the 
practice now has someone who knows what responsibilities are 
expected, knows what can be expected as payment in return, and 
is eager to become a part of the team.  

ployee file must be initiated, which at this stage should 
clude job application, resume, interview notes, and any 

cuments or agreements.  

DETERMINING COMPENSATION  

ayment of time and a half for overtime.  

ffer these types of 
benefits to keep satisfactory employees. An employer can offer 

any forms of benefits, although federal laws do not require 
them to be provided. If an employer decides to offer benefits, the 

me benefits must be offered to other employees that fall into 
the same employment category.  

Fringe benefits are often as important to employees as salary. 
portant benefits include various pension plans; medical, 

dental, and vision insurance; vacation, sick, and holiday pay; 
ducational and travel allowances; maternal leave; uniforms; 

paid parking; child care; and various periodic incentive bonuses. 
hese benefits should be planned and budgeted for and included 

INTRODUCING NEW STAFF TO PATIENTS  

Staff turnover can create a negative impression in almost any 
ractice. Patients may wonder why a staff member they have 

come to know and like has left voluntarily for another job. 

 

When turnover occurs repeatedly, patients may believe that the 
practice is not a pleasant place to work or does not provide 
adequate wages for employees. When there is turnover, it is 
important to present the changes positively to patients. Rather 
than allow patients to encounter the new staff member by 
chance, a careful introduction should be orchestrated so that a 
favorable impression is conveyed. One way of doing this is to 
have the staff member write a letter of introduction to patients. 
The new employee should stress his or her enthusiasm and 
qualifications and explain how being part of the practice will 

The employee should be coached for the introduction to patients. 

ng each doctor has been in the practice and where 
he or she received professional training (plus one good 

rt 
statement of the practice philosophy  

• Directions to the office, including parking and public 
transportation information  

• Th
• Na

eac
• Th
• An

services of , and so on.  

Other sta
providing
can be pr e new employee. 
Finally, the day will come when the new employee is introduced 
to his or e 
allowed to go u
enlargem
degree of
dollar bil
photograp

An em
in
pertinent do

To develop and maintain an efficient, enthusiastic staff the 
practice must offer salaries equal to or slightly more than the 
current pay scale in the area for persons with similar skills and 
responsibilities. The pay scale in the area can be determined by 
checking with other optometrists, health care providers, and 
businesses nearby. Positions with more responsibility or those 
that require special training will require a higher pay scale.  

Salaries should be evaluated at least once each year. If an 
employee is exceeding the responsibilities assigned and is an 
asset to practice growth, that initiative should be rewarded. Most 
optometrists pay on an hourly basis rather than providing a 
weekly salary. There will be occasions when staff members have 
to remain after normal hours to fulfill responsibilities to patients. 
Staff members should be compensated for this time, and an 
hourly rate is more equitable than providing equivalent time off 
or adjusting the weekly or monthly pay of a salaried person. 
Many offices schedule full-time employees fewer than 40 hours 
a week to allow for this fluctuation in daily hours, thereby 
avoiding the p

Fringe benefits usually are based on the practice location and 
size. Some offices pay bonuses, health insurance premiums, 
contributions to pension plans, and similar benefits. Other 
employers might not find it necessary to o

m

sa

Im

e

T

 
 

in the employee handbook.  

p

benefit patients, or the practitioner can provide the information, 
stressing the items that are most positive to the practice.  

Another excellent approach is to write an article in the practice 
newsletter. The focus of the article would be how much of an 
asset the new person will be to the practice and the new and 
interesting things he or she will be doing. The new staff member 
also can be featured in the reception area, on a bulletin board, or 
a movie-style display that patients can read. (A headline can be 
placed above the employee’s 8 × 10 inch black-and-white 
photograph that reads, “Now Playing in Our Office ….”) A 
newspaper advertisement also can be used to announce the 
addition of the new staff member.  

Before the new employee meets even a single patient, he or she 
should memorize a list of facts about the practitioner and the 
practice. For example, at the very least, the new staff member 
should know the following:  

• Each doctor’s name, pronounced and spelled correctly  
• How lo

thing about each doctor)  
• Awards, honors, memberships, licenses, or special 

positions held by each doctor  
• The practice’s address and phone number (plus the 

Website and e-mail addresses, if applicable)  
• A lay explanation of what optometry is and a sho

e hours the office is open  
mes and titles of all employees and an explanation of 
h person’s role  
e correct way to answer the phone  
swers to patients’ most frequently asked questions: the 

fered, fees, appointment availability

ff members can assist in the learning process by 
 answers to these questions. If necessary, flashcards 
epared to make learning easier for th

her first patient. This is a moment that should not b
nnoticed. A photograph should be taken and an 

ent should be presented to the new employee with a 
 ceremony at the next staff meeting. Just like the “first 
l earned” that some businesses frame and hang, the 
h will celebrate the beginning 
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of employment and serve to remind the employee over the years 
of how much he or she has grown professionally as a staff 
member.  

abilities.” 

to reconfirm policies that work

ble. The amount of time needed by 

and employees to achieve those goals.  

The AOA survey also showed that practitioners believed the 
bjectives of training should be in the following areas:  

ying the 
nvolved 
t can be 
ns have 

eas that patients 
ered for 
ed from 
reas of 

 

le to the practitioner when 

 

ctives and goals of the training.  

d. Practitioners should look for 

logue can be used to train 

llers who ask 

explanation of the 

ceptionist that his or her 

ng the advantages of 

 

 
 

 

ionist answer a patient’s 
inquiry about the price of contact lenses by saying, “Contacts are 
$400 a pa
the pract
answerin tions. It is hoped that in the near future, the 
reception
appropria

Opportun
study by
workplac
during lu
for stress
employee
staff.  

Showing 
testing is 

 

TRAINING THE NEWLY HIRED STAFF  
Mistakes are made by everyone in hiring. Many optometrists 
would list employee management as the single largest headache 
faced by the private independent practitioner. Determining 
reasonable terms, negotiating terms with the employee, and 
putting the terms in writing will facilitate the integration of the 
new employee into the team. Time and attention to such a 
process can save many hours in the future, prevent 
disagreement, and result in a smooth running office. Whoever 
you hire will require training to reflect your office brand. Human 
resource experts say, “Hire for attitude and fire for 
The point is that you want to hire someone trainable. A good 
training program for new and established staff is paramount in 
having a well-run practice.  

TRAINING OF STAFF  
Training of staff is an ongoing process. Technology improves, 
economic conditions change, and commitments need to be 
redefined. An efficient practice continues to evolve policies that 
are appropriate for the times and 

 
 

 t
well. To remain efficient, time must be set aside for continued 
employee development. An AOA survey of practicing 
optometrists showed that the average amount of time devoted to 
training per month was 2.8 hours. The same survey revealed that 
the minimal amount of training these optometrists thought 
should be provided was 6.1 hours per month. This result 
indicates that optometrists believe staff members do not receive 
as much training as is desira
the employees of a particular practice, however, will depend on 
the goals set for the practice and the abilities of both employer 

Goals and Objectives of Training  

o

• 71%: communication with patients  

• 61%: technical skills  

• 54%: ophthalmic dispensing  

• 53%, general knowledge  

• 43%: office policies  

In a partnership or group practice, one way of identif
areas to include in training is to survey the optometrists i
(and if available, the office manager). Using a checklis
helpful (Figure 17-4). If patient surveys or suggestio
been used, they should be checked for the ar
rated as less than excellent. These areas should be consid
training topics. Another source of topics can be glean
looking over the evaluations of each employee. A
weakness within the practice can be identified and 

prioritized, and objectives for training can be created to remedy
problems. An example of such a training program is found in Box 
17-3.  

Training Techniques  
There are several options availab
choosing a way to train the staff in appropriate behavior. 
Opportune moments, performance reviews, lunch meetings, staff
meetings, retreats, and continuing education seminars all provide 
opportunities for the training of employees. The choice of 
technique depends on the obje

Opportune Moments  
During the course of working with an employee, positive or 
negative behavior can be observe
positive behavior and reinforce it whenever possible. The 
reinforcement and accompanying dia
the correct behavior. For example, a practitioner notices that the 
receptionist has appeared indifferent to telephone ca
for the price of contact lenses. However, in response to one of 
these calls, the receptionist gives an excellent 
choices and services the office provides; this is followed by the 
scheduling of an appointment. The practitioner should reinforce 
his behavior by telling the re

management of the caller was exceptional. The reason for 
approval should be explained. In this case, the receptionist 
initially avoided the issue of cost by describi
using the office, educated the patient about the complexities 
involved in fitting contact lenses, and explained the range of fees 
in such a way that the patient was confident enough to set an
appointment. This moment results in making the employee feel 
good, reinforces positive behavior, and improves patient 
satisfaction.  

At other times it can be difficult to catch the employee doing the
right thing. When the practitioner is feeling patient and the
employee is in the right mood, a poor performance should be 
discussed in a nonthreatening way. The practitioner should do this
privately and as soon as possible after the poor performance. For 
example, a practitioner hears the recept

ir. Interested? Goodbye.” This moment can be used by 
itioner to review office procedures and policies about 
g such ques
ist will be overheard answering such inquiries more 
tely.  

e moments can provide informal settings for learning. A 
 the US Department of Labor shows that 70% of 
e learning is informal. Chatting on the job, discussions 
nch, and exchanges at breaks offer good environments 
-free learning. Some offices place pads and pencils in 
 break rooms and encourage unofficial gathering of 

a new hire how to do a job is not adequate. Proficiency 
necessary. Proficiency testing enables the 
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understand which staff members need 
able to 
rease. 
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who fails proficiency testing can be reassigned training to achieve 
the appropriate proficiency level. An excellent explanation of the 
stages in empowering a new hire is explained in the AOA 
Leadership Institute’s “Continuum of Empowerment” in 
Appendix A of this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

Staff assessment che
sponsibility is providing vision care for 
es. Go through it quickly,indicating you

an X in the third column if you’d like to see improvement in cert

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

practice managers to 
additional training to achieve a level of proficiency accept
be used with patient care. Over time, skills can dec
Random proficiency testing of staff on key skills is an ex
way to maintain high performance levels. Any staff memb

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cklist 
your patients, you are also an employer. Here is 
r actual assessment of your staff members. Put 

ain areas. 
Yes No Wish 

Would 
improve 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although your primary re
a checklist of staff activiti

 

1. I like being in charge of my office.    

2. I like my staff members to wear uniforms.    

3. I like my staff members to make all my appointments.    

4. My receptionist has a pleasant telephone voice.    

5. My receptionist is courteous.    

6. My receptionist is patient.    

7. My receptionist knows when an emergency occur
knows when to interrupt me. 

s and    

8. My staff members keep my files in order.    

9. My staff members keep my billings up-to-date.    

10. My staff members are well groomed and project a neat,    
clean appearance. 

11. My staff members know my office policies and follow 
them. 

   

12. My staff members are on time for work.    

13. My staff members respect and keep patient inform
confidential. 

ation    

14. My staff members get along well with patients.    

15. My staff members get along well with each other with a 
minimum of friction. 

   

16. My staff members get along well with me.    

17. My staff members know how to generate appointments 
for me. 

   

18. My staff members, on their own, know how to ge
income in my office. 

nerate    

19. My staff members are competent in all areas of m
practice. 

y    

 

FIGURE 17-4 Staff assessment checklist. (From
program II, professional enhancement module, 

 American Optometric Association: Practice enhancement 
managing your practice plan, precourse workbook. St. Louis, 

1986. Reprinted with permission.) 
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Train
major vendors. Optical laboratories may offer in-house training 
or training tative 
who comes into ces 
avai
would be helpful 

Lu
Some offices hav ding a few hours to set 
aside for tr e, 
lun here 
are man
however, and the stress of a lunch meeting can cause fatigue in 
the af
these reasons, it hthearted, less important 
activities and objectives during a lunch meeting. An example of 
an 
means to be “pa red.” This could be followed by a 
brainstorm
that indicat

Staff Meetings  

als 
ecause the effort to reach objectives can pay large dividends in 

run.  

ples of activities for staff meetings include the following:  

• Role-playing sessions  
• Question and answer sessions  
• Surveys 

• Pretesting procedures  
scussion workshops  

ures  

The activities ch end anagement style in use. 
Too often, when using a lecture format, it is assumed that 
everything said lthough lectures can be effective 
on some occasions, there are times when the infor ation will not 
result in any b havior changes. Generally, emplo ees will learn 
best by getting volved d participating in an activity.  

There are tw es to keep ind when training staff 
members. One is, “No one ever fell asleep while talking.” The 
other is, “The best way to learn is to teach.” These sayings 
reinforce an im ortant p e most successful sessions can be 
those in which e optom trist say  least.  

The usual staff session begins with a review of the previous 
meeting and a mmary  the success of previous changes (Box 
17-4). Then a staff member is asked to provide a brief 
presentation. The member might be chosen because he or she 

nderstands th topic be or beca e of an ability to demonstrate 
it most skillfully. The practitioner assists or provides resources to 
the staff memb  so that  adequ  presentation can be given.  

Before the presentation, a pretest can be given to s f members to 
determine their level of  and to focus their thoughts. 

he order of q esigned to lead the group through 
levels of increasing awareness. Questions are des incite 
discussion and not necessarily to elicit right or wrong answers.  

The practitioner then serves as the facilitator to lead the group 
through each estion. mployees save their pretests and are 
allowed to jot additional notes as they go along. It  stressed that 
the pretest is to be used by the individual staff m r and will 
not be seen by nyone else. If done properly, the practitioner will 
have very little to say other than to focus staff invo ement on the 
questions and the ultimate goals and objectives of the meeting.  

Awareness is of little value without action. Goal sheets for the 
meeting are prepared by the practitioner. Typical goals include 
behavioral changes and measu ments (Figure 7-5). These 
changes are then discussed at the beginning of the . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ing services and materials are available from most of the 

in the laboratory. Ask each laboratory represen
 your office for a list of the training resour

lable from their company. Use the training resources that 
T

to your staff.  

nch Meetings  
e a difficult time fin

aining. Since most people eat lunch at some tim
ch meetings can be held to satisfy a limited objective. T

y distractions that can occur during a lunch meeting, 

ternoon and affect employee performance or morale. For 
is best to choose lig

appropriate topic would be a brief presentation on what it 
tient cente

ing session and the identification of staff behaviors 
e services are patient centered (see Box 17-3).   

Regular staff meetings can provide the time necessary to mold a 
cohesive team that is consistent in providing services. Enough 
time must be set aside for planned objectives. Whatever time is 
allocated, there must be a plan with objectives and outcomes in 
mind. The meeting should not be left open without defined go
b
the long 

Exam

• Di
• Problem-solving panels  
• Demonstrations  
• Lect

osen can dep on the m
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 BOX 17-3 

Design Objectives for a Sample Training 
Program 
The staff w ate patient-centered care by doing the ill demonstr
following: 

• Calling patients by name when greeting them 
• Smiling when talking on the phone 
• Offering choices of activities to patients waiting in the 

reception area 
• Pinpointing patient needs when taking a history 
• Educating patients about treatment options the 

practitioner may recommend 
• Reinforcing the practitioner’s recommendations with 

demon strations that focus on a particular benefit to the 
patient’s welfare 

• Conducting reminder-of-appointment phone calls on 
Sunday from the employee’s home for Monday patients 

• Stopping  a service  by a patient’s home to provide
 
These objectives are directed toward the overall goal of 
assisting the staff members in becoming patient centered in 
their services. 

 BOX 17-4 

A Typical Agenda for a Staff Meeting 

1. Report of results from interventions recommended at 
last meeting (each individual staff member) 

2. What is meant by patient-centered care (senior staff 
member) 

3. Pretest activity 
4. Discussion of pretest questions (practitioner, facilitator) 
5. Recommendations for change 
6. Assignment of responsibilities 
7. Topics for next meeting 
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SAMPLE G

________ 

Specific goal: 

hing goal: 

arget date: 

he goal? 

– Intermediate Goal Number 2 

3 

Plans for surmounting obstacles: 

Date

Retreats  
When great change is desired and more time is needed to discuss 
objectives than the time afforded in a staff meeting, it can be 
valuable to close the office for a day and hold meetings away 
from the office. This type of intervention is especially effective 
when dealing with sensitive issues or defensive staff. Part of the 
day can be designed as a reward to lighten the concerns of 
attendees. Retreats can vary from an all-expenses-paid trip to a 
vacation spot to a day at a local meeting facility. A sample 
retreat agenda is provided in Box 17-5. An information packet, 
typically including articles and background information o
chosen topic, is distribu
the retreat.  

One of the advantages of setting aside an entire day is that the 
progress toward the objectives can be measured, and if problems 
arise, tempers flare, or someone becomes upset, time can be 
taken to relax or refocus the group. A nice advantage of having 
free time is that there is the opportunity to take each employee 
aside and discuss issues privately in a nonthreatening 
environment. Staff members also
informally discuss pertinent issues with each other. As a 
facilitator, the practitioner’s
everyone focused on the issues and to
outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Goal Was Met: ______________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OAL SHEET 

Today’s Date ______________

 

 

– Specific benefits of reac

T

Where am I today with regard to t

Obstacles to achievement: 

Checkpoint dates: 

– Intermediate Goal Number 1 

– Intermediate Goal Number 

– Intermediate Goal Number 4 

Specific actions to take to form new habits: 

FIGURE 17-5 Sample goal sheet. 

BOX 17-5  

A Sample Retreat Agenda 

VALENTINE’S DAY RETREAT 

9:00 AM Meet at office. Overview of day’s 
activities. 

9:15 Pretest: “What the Experts Say  
About Providing Services to  
Patients.” 

9:30 Champagne breakfast at Mimi’s  
Cafe. 

10:00 Brainstorm activity, “The First 5–10 
Minutes of the Patient Visit.” 

10:30 Brainstorm activity: “Follow-Up Your 
Patients.” 

11:00 Tour of Dr. Stanley’s office. 

12:00 PM Role-playing activity: “How to Say 
Goodbye to the Patient.” 

1:00 Lunch at Knotts Berry Farm followed 
by free time at the amusement park. 

4:00 Prioritizing; setting goals and 
objectives. 

5:00 Agenda for next meeting. Adjourn. 
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Training can be time consuming and sometimes frustrating
the rewards can be tremendous when a program is p
carried out. Studies show that patient load can be increased by 
35% for each properly trained optometric technician. 
Unfortunately, studies also show that nearly half of all 
employees hired for a given job turn out to have been poor 
choices. The average length of employment is only 3.6 years. In 
corporate practices, employee

For these reasons, taking the time to develop the staff into a 
cohesive, happy team a competent, cohesive, and 
happy practice will be worth
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he 
task, you do so with complete and continual supervision.  

then go” 
on(s) can complete a 

s learned some of 

 then let know” 
at you trust certain person(s) to 

complete a task on their own initiative. In this part of the 
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• 
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othe ou do not require 
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that ell. 
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of a es…and you trust that those important 
task
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APPENDIX A 
“Continuum of Empowerment” 

• Continuum #1: “No go” 
There are times that you cannot empower a person (or group 
of people) immediately. This portion of the continuum 
involves those times when you need complete control over a 
particular task getting done and though you may delegate t

tinuum, your only requirement is that once the task/action 
omplete, you be told. 

MPLE: Eventually, your assistant may begin to create 
her own list of tasks to complete without your instruction 
nitiation. At this point on the continuum of 
owerment, you feel comfortable with simply being told 
 something has been donEXAMPLE: You have just hired a new assistant. In the 

beginning, you may not want him/her to do anything of great 
importance without your guidance and supervision. Continuum #4: “Go” 

his final point of the continuum, you fully empower 
rs to complete tasks on their own and y• Continuum #2: “Let know, 

Then there are times that certain pers munication that the task is complete because you trust 
 it has been done wtask without your supervision after you give them specific 

instructions.  

EXAMPLE: After your new assistant ha
MPLE: Over time, your assistant becomes fully aware 

ll office procedur
s will be complete. Ultimately at this point, you may 
ide to promote your assistant to “office manager” so that 
r she may empower oth

the more routine tasks in your office, you are able to let him/ 
her know what you’d like done and then they are empowered 
to do it on their own. ers in the same manner you have. 

erican Optometric Association–Optometric Leadership • Continuum #3: “Go,
There are also times th itute 
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